
Winterizing a T@B
2016 Models with Alde Heaters



Valves are in camping season mode Valves are in winterizing mode after water 
was drained from the lines (only needed if 

you’re using RV antifreeze to winterize)

For T@B Floor plans  U - Q - L and S 



Hot Water Mixing valve. 
(don’t need to use to 
winterize) 

Alde Safety Relieve valve
(Don’t need to use to 
winterize)

Fresh water tank 
fill port.

Located in front of the Passenger 
side wheel. 



Water Filter

Hose fitting for the Intake side 
of the pump. 

Hose fitting on the output side of 
the pump



Helpful Gadgets

Here is what you can use to put
antifreeze into the  city water 
line; it has a hose connection 
on the tubing. Camco; costs 

around $25

This is a “blow out” plug that 
fits into your city water 

connection, then connects to a 
standard air compressor hose…     
KEEP THE PRESSURE WELL 

BELOW 50psi! 

To find this part search “Blow out 
plug” on Amazon.

To find this part search this “Camco Mfg
36003 RV Hand Pump Kit” on Amazon.



Steps To Winterizing Your T@B

Steps To Dewinterize Your T@B

1. Mix a bleach solution, “½ cup per gallon of water” Flush the system with this solution 
to sanitize it. 

2.  Then flush it with 2 full tanks of water to get rid of the sanitizing solution. 

To Winterize with air Blow Out Plug follow steps 1-2-3-4
1. Open all Drain Valves shown in Page 2 and 3, then look at the Pic on page 4 and disconnect both hose 

fittings so water can drain away from the pump. (have a rag ready to catch the water coming out of the pump) 
Now open all Faucets and Shower valves to allow water to drain from the system. After water has 
stopped coming out of the drain valves shown in page 2 and 3 you can attached the hose fittings back on 
the pump. 

2. Leaving the drain valves and faucets open, attach the “Blow Out Plug” to the city water connection, 
attach air supply to blow out the left over water from the system. “Pressurize Water line Slowly”  
“MAX 50 PSI” Flush the Toilet a few times after the Blow out Plug is attached to get the water out of it. 

3. After you are satisfied that the water is blown out of the system disconnect air supply and then close all 
valves and faucets. 

4. Now pour some RV antifreeze down your sink and shower drains. Drain access water from Black and Grey 
water tanks.

To Winterize with RV Antifreeze follow steps 
1. Open all Drain Valves shown in Page 2 and 3, now open all Faucets and Shower valves to allow water to 

drain from the system once the waters all drain out, close all the faucets and drain valves. 
2. Now put the valves in winterizing mode as shown in page 2.
3. Now add 3 gal. RV antifreeze to your fresh water tank and turn on your water pump.
4. Open your faucets one at a time until you see the color of the antifreeze then go to the next one, (don’t 

forget to flush the toilet a few times to flush out the water) once you get to the last one leave it open until 
the pump is drawing air from the fresh water tank, then close it and turn off your pump. 

5. Now pour some Antifreeze down your drains and then drain your Black and Grey water tanks. 
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